Full-duplex (FD) communications with bidirectional transmitting and receiving at the same time and frequency radio resource have long been deemed a promising way to boost spectrum efficiency, but hindered by the techniques for self-interference cancellation (SIC). Recent breakthroughs in analog and digital signal processing yield the feasibility of beyond 100 dB SIC capability and make it possible for FD communications to demonstrate nearly doubled spectrum efficiency for point-to-point links. Now it is time to shift at least partial of our focus to full duplex networking, such as in cellular networks, since it is not straightforward but demanding novel and more complicated interference management techniques. Before putting FD networking into practice, we need to understand that what scenarios FD communications should be applied in under the current technology maturity, how bad the performance will be if we do nothing to deal with the newly introduced interference, and most importantly, how much improvement could be achieved after applying advanced solutions. This article will shed light on these questions.
I. INTRODUCTION
To satisfy the surging traffic demand, mobile networks are facing unprecedented challenges to further improve the efficiency of spectrum usage. Conventionally, mobile networks operate in a half-duplex (HD) mode, which implies only one direction transmission at the same time and frequency radio resource without the extra cost for spatial separation. For example, the base station (BS) can transmit to users (downlink, DL) at one time and frequency radio resource and receive from users (uplink, UL) at another. These time and frequency radio resources are also known as channels. They can be separated by time or frequency dimension, called time-division duplex (TDD) or frequency-division duplex (FDD) mode, respectively.
On the other hand, bidirectional transmission at the same time and frequency resource, or full-duplex (FD) communication has long been dreamed but has been hindered by strong self-interference from a node's transmitter to its receiver, which is as hard as trying to hear a whisper while shouting at the top of your lungs [1] . In an FD transceiver, the self-interfering signal from its transmitter is usually 100 dB more stronger than the intended receiving signal.
Strong self-interference in an FD system will easily get the radio chain at the receiver saturated [1] and unable to work properly, not to mention decoding the data.
However, recent breakthroughs in analog and digital signal processing bring positive news to the real application of FD communications. It is now feasible to have up to 110 dB selfinterference cancellation (SIC) capability [2] . Therefore, the self-interfering signal is mostly removed with the residual strength reduced to the same level as the signal of interest before going through the decoding chain at the receiver, which makes data decoding feasible. As a result, there have been many real-time FD prototypes reported [2] - [5] .
While roughly doubled throughput has been reported for single-link FD transmission [5] , putting FD communication into networks is not that straightforward. The reasons behind this are two-fold. Firstly, lack of synchronization in transmission direction introduces far more complicated interference than that in both conventional HD networks and dynamic TDD networks 1 [6] . Fig. 1 illustrates different types of interference in FD cellular networks. With only BS working in FD mode, on top of the inter-cell BS-to-UE (user equipment) and UE-to-BS interference that already exists in HD networks, FD networks newly experience inter/intra-cell inter-UE interference, inter-cell inter-BS interference, as well as the residual self-interference after SIC. To make the matter even worse, the interference powers are changing along with user mobility and channel variations. Hence, smart interference management techniques need to be applied to make sure the interference would not eat up the potential benefit from singlelink FD communications [7] - [12] . Secondly, it is still costly to equip FD functionality with above 100 dB for all UEs, so most of the UEs may still work in HD mode at least for the near future. Therefore, given the current SIC and interference management capability, it urgently needs careful selection of application scenarios for FD communications, as well as the protocol and algorithm design therein.
New issues yet already in dynamic TDD networks 
A. Scope and Evaluation Framework
To apply FD communication to cellular networks, it comes to a wide consensus that macrocell is not a good candidate scenario because of the large transmission power of macro BSs imposed by the large coverage requirement [7] , [10] . Instead, the architectural progression towards short-range systems, such as small-cell (e.g., picocells) systems where the cell-edge path loss is less than that in macrocell systems, makes the self-interference reduction problem much more manageable [10] . Simple calculation shows about 140 dB SIC is required for macrocell scenarios to bring down the transmission signal to a level similar to picocells. We select the two important indicators for system performance evaluation, i.e., system spectrum efficiency (SE) and system energy efficiency (EE). The system SE of an FD network is defined as the joint UL and DL total throughput per unit bandwidth. Mathematically, it is given by
where T tot and B tot indicate the throughput and allocated bandwidth, respectively. Moreover, a UL or DL variable is denoted by the corresponding superscript (i.e., UL and DL). On the other hand, the system EE of an FD network is defined as the joint UL and DL total throughput per joule energy consumed. Here we only consider transmission energy and ignore signal processing energy. Then it could be mathematically formulated as
Here E tot and P tot stands for energy and power consumption, respectively. From Eq. (2), system SE and EE are correlated and since the maximization of total SE and the minimization of the total P tot are usually not achieved at the same time, there exists an interesting SE-EE tradeoff relationship. In this article, we will investigate the behavior of such a relationship in FD networks.
B. Key Findings
In the rest of the article, we start our evaluation from single-cell FD network. An optimization problem is formulated to maximize the system SE with transmission power and user selection as control variables. We shall show a surprising observation from the analytical solution that for a given pair of UL and DL users, the power control for both the BS and the selected UL UE has binary features, i.e., either transmitting at its full power level or completely muting. Based on this observation, joint power control and user selection problem reduces to a UE pairing one, and interference awareness will play an important role in the UE pairing process. As a step further, we investigate multi-cell FD networks and identify the dominant interference for different user distribution scenarios based on system level simulator.
We will demonstrate through the system SE and EE evaluation that 40% to 80% SE and EE gains can be achieved with different interference management schemes. In other words, FD networking will work, at least for the considered heterogeneous network setting, with 110 dB SIC capability.
II. SINGLE-CELL FD NETWORK
In single-cell FD network, the interference situation is simple and clear. Compared with traditional HD network, the increased interference is the intra-cell interference from UL UE to DL UE and the self-interference at the transceiver of the BS, as shown in Fig. 1 . In this case, the problem to maximize the total system throughput of both UL and DL can be formulated as following,
where P d BS and P u UE denote the transmission power of the BS (to DL UE d) and UL UE u, and are limited by the corresponding maximum values P BSmax and P UEmax , respectively, α B2D , α U2D , and α U2B characterize the channels from BS to DL UE, from UL UE to DL UE, and from UL UE to BS, respectively, and will be affected by UL and DL UE pairing.
Meanwhile, α SIC is determined by the SIC capability of the BS. N 0 denotes the noise power.
In this section, we will first dive into the power control problem with only one given pair of UL and DL UEs, and then extend the scope to have multiple pairs and investigate the problem of UE pairing. Finally, we shall give the system level analyses for its SE and EE performance, as well as the tradeoff relationship between them.
A. Binary Power Control Solution
For a given UL and DL UE pair, the problem in Eq. extreme points, i.e., 0 or P BSmax , that is, the BS either transmits no signal or transmits with the maximum power level. Similar result can be obtained for the transmission power of the UL UE. The joint optimization of both, as a generalized case, offers three solution candidates for the pair of (P d BS , P u UE ), namely (0, P UEmax ), (P BSmax , 0), or (P BSmax , P UEmax ), which shows exactly binary features, i.e., either transmitting at the maximum power or muting. Notably, the first two solutions imply to fall back to HD mode when necessary.
In addition to the analyses above, we also configure a simulation scenario where the BS and UL UE are located at (0,0) and (-25,0), respectively, and set other parameters as in Table   I . By moving DL UE along the horizontal axis from (-40,0) to (40,0), we show the optimal power control solutions for both the UL UE and the BS in Fig. 2(a) . Here, instead of applying our analytical observation above, we perform optimization by exhaustive search. From Fig.   2(a) , to achieve the maximum system SE, the BS and the UL UE either transmit at their maximum power levels or just mute to fall back to HD mode, which is consistent with our analytical observation.
B. Interference-Aware User Scheduling Method
Given the binary feature of power control, the SE maximization problem in Eq. (3) reduces to a UE pairing problem, namely, for given time-frequency resource, how to select one UL UE and one DL UE to properly work together. Basically, there have been many existing scheduling methods in HD network, such as proportional fairness (PF) [8] and round-robin, which FD network could directly take advantage of. For example, FD network could follow the standard PF procedure to select the DL UE and UL UE independently and pair them.
However, the ignorance of inter-UE interference in such a method could degrade the performance. Furthermore, our simulation results will show that interference awareness should be an important feature for the UE pairing process. There are different levels of interference awareness and also various procedures to achieve that awareness. If we can track the inter-user interference channel fast enough, the short-term interference can be captured, which would be best for performance but with highest overhead in tracking such information. On the other hand, we may only exploit long-term statistics of interference, such as the path-loss, which can be easily derived from the relative user positions. In this case, the interference-aware user scheduling problem turns into a distance-aware one, and has been investigated in [12] , [13] .
Here we give an example of a distance-aware joint PF UE pairing algorithm, in which the BS takes turns to select the first user sorted by the PF criteria in UL or DL, and then pair a DL or UL UE with the largest distance. To show the benefit of the binary power control (PC for short) and distance-aware joint PF UE pairing (UP for short) schemes, we simulate a single-cell FD network with 4 randomly deployed UL or DL UEs. Without loss of generality, the baseline HD network in our simulation is assumed to work in the FDD mode, i.e., UL or DL uses half of the total bandwidth. The system SE and EE under different strategies are shown in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) , respectively. From the figures, the FD network shows nearly no gain over the traditional HD network, if we do nothing to control it. However, when either power control or UE pairing is used, the performance gain can be significantly improved, and the joint power control and UE pairing scheme provides around 50% and 90% boost in system SE and EE, respectively.
C. SE-EE Relationship
We have discussed the SE and EE performance separately. We will give some insight into their tradeoff relationship in this section. Specifically, we consider one BS with a given UL and DL UE pair but at different locations and find the SE-EE relationship by varying the transmission power of the UL UE from 0 to 23 dBm while fixing the transmission power of the BS. Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 2(e) demonstrate the SE-EE relationship for FD and HD systems, respectively. From the figures, the shape of SE-EE relation does not change with the UE locations in HD network since there is no interference between UL and DL. However, due to the inter-user interference in FD network, the relative location between UL and DL UEs significantly affects the SE-EE relationship, which confirms the effectiveness of the UE pairing method that we have already seen in the previous section. Moreover, for different UE locations, the UL UE transmits at maximum power or shuts up to maximize the system SE in FD network, which again aligns with our binary power control results in Fig. 2(a) . Finally, for both HD and FD network, the SE-EE relationship is a convex curve, which implies the optimal SE and EE cannot be achieved simultaneously and some tradeoff is necessary. Nevertheless, with advanced interference management strategies, the EE performance can be improved by around 70% when the maximized SE is increased by around 50%.
III. MULTI-CELL FD NETWORKS
In this section, we investigate multi-cell FD networks. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , multi-cell FD networks suffer from more complicated interference problems. Therefore, before diving into the design of any specific solutions, we first take a look at how bad the interference situation is and which type of interference is dominant. Then we shall discuss what solution is most effective, especially to deal with the dominant interference, and how much gain we may expect in terms of system SE and EE from FD networks.
Since interference situation is too complicated for multi-cell FD networks, it is impossible to answer the questions above through analyses as in Section II. Therefore, we resort to a system-level simulator.
As mentioned in Section I-A, we consider a non-cochannel heterogeneous networks with macro BSs working in HD mode on one frequency band and pico BSs working in FD mode on another. The deployment of macro BSs and pico BSs is specified in 3GPP TR 36.828 [14] . The system parameters are shown as in Table I . Specifically, seven macro BSs in total are located at vertices or center of a hexagon and pico BSs are randomly scattered in each sector of macro BSs. We consider two ways to drop users, uniform distribution in the coverage of macro BSs, or clustered distribution in the coverage of pico BSs. In the former case, the UE association follows the standard strongest received signal strength (RSS) criterion with 6 dB cell range bias towards pico BSs. In the latter case, all UEs are served by pico BSs. The results in this article are averaged over 100 user drops for both cases.
A. Interference Analyses
In this section, we investigate the strength of different types of interference for both uniform and clustered UE distributions by exploiting standard PF scheduling method for UL and DL UEs separately and applying no smart interference management scheme. Furthermore, since the interference situation is different, we present the results separately in Fig. 3(a) and Fig.   3 (b). We shall see which direction is affected more seriously and which interference is more dominant. 1) Uniform UE Distribution: Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) show the interference powers for the UL and DL UEs, respectively. Two groups of results are shown in each figure, corresponding to two settings of the pico BS density, 6 and 12 for each macro sector 2 .
From Fig. 3(c) , for DL transmission, the strongest interference in most cases is from the UL UE of the same cell, which is a unique problem in FD networks. Meanwhile, DL transmission, on average, is affected more by the inter-cell inter-UE interference than from the inter-pico 2 As may be needed for result comparison, when there are 96 uniformly distributed UEs per macro BS, statistically around 2 to 4 UEs are associated to each pico BS.
interference for the first group 3 . On the other hand, for UL transmission, the interference from neighboring pico BSs is as large as that from UL UEs in neighboring cells, as demonstrated by the first group of results in Fig. 3(d) . Inter-cell interference power increases with the number of pico BSs. Moreover, it also implies that more users in FD networks will incur larger inter-cell inter-UE interference for both UL and DL from Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) , which is consistent with our instinction.
2) Clustered UE Distribution: In this scenario, we evaluate the impact of interference when UEs are clustered. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 3(e) and Fig. 3(f) . Compared with the uniform case, both intra-cell and inter-cell inter-UE interference in this clustered case, are significantly larger, as with users being more centralized around pico BSs, the distance between UEs becomes much shorter statistically. Hence, to exploit the potential benefit of FD communications, interference management schemes to cope with inter-UE interference are critical here. Moreover, similar to that in the uniform distribution case, along with the increase in the number of pico BSs, the interference problem becomes more severe.
B. Network SE and EE
In this section, we will investigate how the interference management schemes in single-cell FD network could contribute to improving the multi-cell performance in terms of SE and EE.
Specifically, five cased are considered in Fig. 4 and compared for both UE distribution cases, namely
• HD PF: All BSs in HD mode with PF scheduling for UL and DL separately.
• FD PF: Pico BSs in FD mode with PF scheduling for UL and DL separately.
• FD PF PC: FD PF with binary power control (PC) only.
• FD UP: FD PF with distance-aware joint UL/DL PF UE pairing (UP) only.
• FD UP PC: FD PF with both PC and UP.
From Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) , under the assumption of 110 dB SIC capability, for both UE distribution scenarios, positive gains (58% and 18% for uniform and clustered case respectively) of FD networking in system SE can be achieved even when no extra interference management strategy is used. This is because in FD case, all bandwidth could be used for both UL and DL UEs, so user diversity improves system throughput. It is encouraging to see extra 20%, or 24% to 38% gain by applying single-cell based power control or UE pairing on top, for uniform case and clustered case, respectively. This verifies the observation earlier that the intra-cell inter-UE interference is most dominant under our setting. From the figure, the gain for the clustered case is higher because the intra-cell inter-UE interference is more severe there as in Fig. 3 . Moreover, extra 35% gain can be obtained when these two interference management strategies are combined, which implies that FD networks shall perform the interference-aware UE pairing and even fall back to the HD mode to make sure there is no loss in performance.
Next, we investigate how the SE gain of FD networks over HD networks with different assumption of the SIC capability. Fig. 4(c) shows for the standard PF scheduling method in uniform UE distribution, it needs at least an 80 dB SIC capability to achieve the sum rate gain of FD networks, and requires a less effective SIC capability if clever interference management schemes are leveraged. Moreover, with the aid of power control method, FD networks could fall back to HD mode whenever necessary to reap a larger SE at some transmission direction (i.e., UL and DL). Hence, it always exhibits performance improvement even when the SIC capability is not so effective. On the other hand, Fig. 4(d) demonstrates in clustered UE distribution, stronger SIC capability, around 100 dB, is needed to mitigate the negative impact of other kinds of interference, such as the intra-cell inter-UE interference. 5 further presents the system SE and EE performance of FD cellular networks. Through the figures, we can observe similar SE-EE tradeoff curves in both UE distribution cases. When the number of pico BSs per macro BS increases from 3 to 15, it leads to distinct variation trends in SE and EE. It is because more pico BSs imply a higher frequency reuse ratio, thus leading to a larger SE. However, deploying more pico BSs also add to the total power consumption and incur larger inter-cell interference. Consequently, as the SE gain cannot compensate the loss in interference and power consumption, the EE decreases. Meanwhile, in addition to the benefit to SE performance improvement already validated in Fig. 4, Fig.   5 implies FD networks could benefit system EE as well. For both UE distribution cases, FD networks with standard PF scheduling method could bring 20% larger EE than HD networks.
C. SE-EE Relationship
By exploiting power control and UE pairing methods, the EE performance improvement could be as large as 120%.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this article, we have suggested equipping pico BSs with FD functionality will be most practical and promising for FD networking in cellular networks. Starting with a single-cell FD network, we have highlighted the binary power control feature for any given UL and DL UE pair and reduced the system SE optimization problem to a UE pairing problem, in which we have demonstrated the importance of interference-awareness. Based on our interference analysis results, intra-cell inter-UE interference will be most dominant under our setting.
Therefore, we have further combined the UE pairing scheme based on distance-aware joint PF scheduling and the binary power control scheme as potential interference management solution for multi-cell FD networks. The system-level simulation has proven 80% and 50% SE gains over the traditional HD networks for the uniform and clustered cases, respectively, under 110 dB SIC capability assumption. From here, we can conclude, FD works for cellular networks! However, there still exist demanding challenges to solve ahead, including the combination of FD functionality with multiple-input mutiple-output (MIMO) system design, the protocol and algorithm design to take advantage of the interference cancellation at the receiver or even to combine with the non-orthogonal multiple access schemes [15] , the extension to UEs with FD capability in both cellular and device-to-device (D2D) communications.
